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_The breakthrough LANAP* protocol offers many advantages over conventional flap
periodontal surgery or scaling and root planing
for the treatment of periodontitis. This no-cut, nosew technique is bringing revolutionary outcomes
into the treatment rooms of general dentists and
periodontists alike, allowing the profession to battle
against a disease that threatens the health of more
than 80 percent of Americans. This overview explains
what the LANAP procedure is, how it works and what
clinical trials are showing about the exciting results
this strict protocol can achieve for patients with gingivitis, “garden variety” periodontitis — and even the
most extremely severe forms of gum disease.
Most Americans — about 80 percent — suffer with
gum disease on some level, according to the U.S.
surgeon general. Michael Newman, DDS, PhD, says
that only 3 percent of the 100 million-plus Americans with moderate to severe periodontal disease
are treated each year, which means an increasing
number of worsening cases appear in general dental
practices across the country every day.1 The growing
threat requires a greater number of general dentists
to take the lead in properly performing a periodontal
probing exam. Still, for many offices, the challenge
lies in persuading the patient to seek treatment via
referral to a periodontist.
A growing number of general practitioners have
reached a frustration threshold, seeing one patient
after another who either continues with poor gum
health or seeks treatment from a periodontist and
achieves results that ultimately leave much to be
desired. Some of these dentists have discovered a
treatment protocol that allows them to take action
and provide patients improved care — without even
referring them out of the practice. The treatment is
achieving unsurpassed results not otherwise attainable with conventional techniques.

Widely known to be closely linked with heart
disease and strokes, periodontitis has now been
fingered as the cause in a full-term baby’s death.2 It
is believed that the mother’s gum disease introduced
fatal bacteria to her womb. In an age of burgeoning
technology, the news stories linking gum disease to
more disastrous results are inevitable. As the dangerous consequences of gum disease become increasingly clear, more dental clinicians must take the reins
in educating patients and ensuring their successful
treatment.
Dental practitioners have used free-running (FR)
pulsed Nd:YAG lasers for longer than 20 years, but
only recently has the laser been combined with a
specific, successful protocol and research-proven
operating parameters to achieve FDA clearance and
a track record of success in university-based clinical studies for its efficacy at “cementum-mediated
new PDL attachment to the tooth root surface in
the absence of long junctional epithelium.”3,4 The
protocol has shown consistent probe depth reduction, histological and clinical new attachment, and
radiographic bone growth for periodontally involved
teeth with no elevation of the periosteum and minimal patient discomfort.5-7
Its greatest potential may lie in patients’ willingness to accept treatment and comply. With 97
percent refusing current protocols, a no-cut, no-sew
solution has meant a flock of new patients willing
to seek treatment for their gum disease from those
dentists who choose to offer the LANAP protocol.

_What is the LANAP protocol?
The procedure combines the PerioLase MVP-7
Free-Running (FR) pulsed Nd:YAG laser with a strict,
specific, research-proven protocol that has achieved
FDA clearance for the treatment of all forms of gum
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disease — from early detection to so-called “hopeless” teeth. The breakthrough is called laser assisted
new attachment procedure (LANAP), and it has left a
trail of healthy patients in its wake for the inventors
of the protocol, Dr. Robert H. Gregg II and Dr. Delwin
K. McCarthy, as well as more than 1,000 dentists and
specialists who have learned the procedure from the
Institute for Advanced Laser Dentistry (IALD).
Gregg and McCarthy pioneered the use of the FR
pulsed Nd:YAG laser in treating gum disease in the
1990s. They were astounded by their ability to regenerate bone growth (routine 50 percent defect fill)
and stimulate new attachment for their patients with
severe gum disease. The results were too good to keep
to themselves. The pair continued to fine-tune the
procedure after patenting it so they could share it with
peers and envision a goal for the new gold standard
for the treatment of gum disease across the country.

_The LANAP treatment protocol
Designed and refined for 10 years, the LANAP
technique’s specific clinical steps must be performed
properly and in precise order to achieve consistent
positive outcomes. The key steps, in order, make up
the patented portion of the technique and are the
crux of why the LANAP protocol is so successful. The
procedure may be performed in all four quadrants in
a single appointment, but for patient comfort and
case control, laser treatment is typically limited to
no more than two non-adjacent quadrants per visit,
with several days between visits.
First, the patient is profoundly anesthetized with
local anesthetic so that the patient’s pocket depths
can be probed down to the level of intra-osseous
defects (bone sounding). The thin optic fiber is then
used parallel to the root surface, to effect the pocket
wall. Next, an EMS ultrasonic scaler removes calcified
plaque and calculus adherent to the root surface.
The first pass with the laser, called laser troughing, is
accomplished with the short duration pulse. The FR
pulsed Nd:YAG laser is used to achieve optimal reduction of microbiotic pathogens (antisepsis) within the
periodontal sulcus and surrounding tissues. Perio
pathogens and pathologic proteins are selectively
destroyed by the laser’s light energy, providing an
antiseptic surgical environment that allows healing
following the laser hemostasis step.8–15
The technique uses selective photothermolysis to
remove the diseased, infected and inflamed pocket
epithelium while preserving healthy connective tissue, literally separating the tissue layers at the level
of the rete pegs and ridges.8–11 The practitioner is able
to achieve both tissue ablation and antiseptic hemostasis with extreme precision by varying the laser’s
energy density, pulse duration and rate of repetition.
The laser assists in the destruction of perio pathogens
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while preserving the healthy tissue, allowing for less
post-operative discomfort and a much shorter postsurgical recovery perception for the patient.
At this point, a second pass is completed to finish
debriding the pocket and achieve hemostasis with
a thermal fibrin clot. Gingival tissue is compressed
against the root surface as necessary to close the
pocket and aid with formation and stabilization of
the fibrin clot. No sutures or surgical glue is needed.
Mobile teeth above class II mobility are splinted.
Occlusal adjustments are performed to remove interferences, minimize trauma, and provide balance
to long axis forces and are considered an essential
component of the LANAP protocol.
Finally, post-operative instructions specific to
the LANAP protocol, diet guidelines and oral hygiene
instructions are explained and their importance is
stressed, and continued periodontal maintenance is
scheduled. Patients are monitored at one week, 30
days and then every three months for periodontal
maintenance. No subsequent probing is performed
for at least six months to a year, to allow sufficient
healing time for the cementum-fiber PDL interface.

Fig. 1a, 1b_ Before LANAP (1a) and
nine days after LANAP (1b). (Photos/
Provided by Robert H. Gregg II, DDS)

_Harnessing the LANAP protocol’s results
The availability of a procedure that eliminates
cutting and sewing without gum recession is changing the standard of care for periodontitis treatment.
Not only is there a treatment protocol that is universally accepted by patients, but it also represents
an option that includes both specialists and general
practitioners in the solution. A general practitioner
who may be reluctant to perform invasive surgery
may welcome the opportunity to treat such an
overwhelming health issue without referring patients elsewhere. Alternatively, the LANAP protocol
practiced by periodontic specialists, becomes a more
attractive referral for general practitioners and their
patients.
Those who choose to embrace the LANAP protocol
do so with a support system in place. Clinicians are
required to undergo extensive training and adhere
to the protocols that have proven successful before
performing the LANAP technique. Millennium Dental
Technologies, the manufacturer of the PerioLase
MVP-7, requires clinicians satisfactorily complete a
three-day lecture course and live, hands-on patient
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Fig. 2_ Pre-LANAP, April 2009.
Fig. 3_ Post-LANAP, May 2010.
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treatment and patient response before the company
will ship the laser and all the essential elements of the
protocol. Additional study follows the initial training.

_The science behind the LANAP protocol
Early LANAP protocol research showed consistent
mean pocket depth reduction (nearly 50 percent) and
improved bone density (38 percent) in an eight-year
retrospective study of the protocol’s earliest clinical
results. The Emago imaging system demonstrated
that 100 percent of these cases showed bone density
increases. The procedure has also proven effective
at reducing pocket depth without gingival recession
over a six-month period.16,17
In the fourth-largest human histological study
in the perio regeneration literature (with a control
group), the LANAP protocol using the PerioLase
MPV-7 was compared to a blinded examiner (clinical)
conventional scaling and root planing without laser
assistance. Twelve teeth were removed en bloc and
examined by a blinded histologist. When the blinded
code was broken, all teeth treated with the LANAP
protocol demonstrated 100 percent cementummediated new periodontal ligament attachment to
the previously periodontally affected tooth roots in
all six of the LANAP-treated teeth and in the absence
of long junctional epithelium.8,11 These results are
unique in the perio literature.
Given its unique, predictably regenerative results,
it should come as no surprise that the LANAP protocol has inspired its share of imitators. As yet, those
copycat protocols have no science to support their
continued use. The patented LANAP protocol is the
only peer-reviewed and FDA-cleared approach that
is proven successful at treating mild, moderate and
especially severe periodontitis.

_LANAP protocol vs. cut-and-sew
procedures
The successful treatment of periodontal disease
requires thorough debridement of the root surface.
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Pockets of 5 mm or greater depth make it difficult
to remove subgingival plaque and calculus. Surgical intervention allows access and visualization for
scaling and root planing in these deep pockets.18
While scalpel surgery can accomplish such access
and visualization, it can also result in attachment
loss, gingival cratering and gingival recession.19–22
Additionally, the associated pain and discomfort can
be deterrents.23
In any case, many general practitioners would
never consider performing conventional flap surgery because of its invasive nature.
LANAP treatment, while an exceptional alternative, is not without its drawbacks. The predominant
issues involve cost and time. The initial financial outlay for the laser equipment can be cost-prohibitive
for some practices.
Similarly, dental clinicians must be willing and
able to take time away from the office to undergo
procedural training and learn LANAP treatment
with live patients. Following the training, and as
with anything new, there can be a learning curve as
clinicians grow comfortable and begin to excel at
treating patients with LANAP procedures.
For now, cut-and-sew techniques remain the
standard of care and additional study will be required to persuade many professionals that any
laser system provides clinical value surpassing scaling and root planing techniques and conventional
surgical treatment.24 Cautious experts warn that
the improper use of the Nd:YAG laser can have detrimental effects on the root surface ranging from
heat cracking to charring, cementum meltdown and
crater formation.25 These negative outcomes are not
typical with adherence to current LANAP protocols
and thus far appear to result from improper laser
settings. Studies continue, and most researchers
agree that laser or laser-assisted pocket therapy is
expected to become a new technical modality in
periodontics.26
The LANAP treatment protocol achieves the same
access to the problem that root planing and scaling
or conventional flap surgery does, but it achieves its
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success differently. The practitioner uses a quartz
fiber in place of a scalpel to achieve both tissue ablation and antibiotic properties. No cutting means a
significantly more comfortable recovery.
Patients typically remain on a soft diet for several
days to a week following LANAP treatment and are
instructed to avoid brushing at the surgical site for
that period.
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_Conclusion

13.

Whereas treatment outcomes with conventional
modalities may be variable, in stark contrast the
LANAP protocol allows clinicians to achieve predictable positive results — including three-dimensional
regeneration of bone. Also, comfort levels associated
with this minimally invasive treatment are substantially increasing patient acceptance rates.
Ongoing additional studies are expected to continue to underscore the LANAP protocol advantages
and pave the way for its acceptance as a standard
of care in treating patients with moderate to severe
gum disease._
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*LANAP is a registered trademark of Millennium
Dental Technologies.
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